Semi-supervised anomaly detection is referred as an approach to identify rare data instances (i.e, anomalies) on the assumption that all the available training data belong to the majority (i.e., the normal class). A typical strategy is to model distributions of normal data, then identify data samples far from the distributions as anomalies. Nowadays, backpropagation based neural networks (i.e., BP-NNs) have been drawing attention as well as in the field of semi-supervised anomaly detection because of their high generalization capability for real-world high dimensional data. As a typical application, such BP-NN based models are iteratively optimized in server machines with accumulated data gathered from edge devices such as smartphones, survaillance cameras, self-driving cars, smart speakers, etc. However, there are two issues in this framework: (1) BP-NNs' iterative optimization approach often takes too long time to follow changes of the distributions of normal data (i.e., concept drift), and (2) data transfers between servers and edge devices have a potential risk to cause data breaches. To address these underlying issues, we propose an ON-device sequential Learning semi-supervised Anomaly Detector called ONLAD. The aim of this work is to propose the algorithm, and also to implement it as an IP core called ONLAD Core so that various kinds of edge devices can adopt our approach at low power consumption. Experimental results using open datasets show that ONLAD has favorable anomaly detection capability especially in a testbed which simulates concept drift. Experimental results on hardware performance of the FPGA based ONLAD Core show that its training latency and prediction latency are x1.95 -x4.51 and x2.29 -x4.73 faster than those of BP-NN based software implementations. It is also confirmed that our on-board implementation of ONLAD Core actually works at x6.7 -x27.1 lower power consumption than the other software implementations at a high workload.
: A typical application of BP-NN based semisupervised anomaly detection models Figure 2 : On-device sequential learning approach anomaly detection. Semi-supervised anomaly detection assumes all the training data belong to the normal class. A typical strategy of semi-supervised methods is to model distributions of normal data, then identify data samples distant from the distributions as anomalies.
Various types of semi-supervised methods, such as Gaussian Mixture Model [2] based techniques, Naïve Bayes based techniques, K-NN [3] based techniques, PCA [4] based techniques, and One-Class SVM [5] based techniques have been proposed so far. Nowadays, neural network based approaches [6, 7, 8] have been drawing attention because in many cases they have relatively higher generalization capability than traditional methods for high dimensional data such as images, natural languages, and audio data. There are several types of neural networks proposed so far, though currently backpropagation based neural networks (i.e., BP-NNs) are especially widely used. Figure 1 shows one of typical applications using BP-NN based semi-supervised anomaly detection models. Suppose there are a cluster of server machines and edge devices (e.g., smartphones, surveillance cameras, self-driving cars, smart speakers, etc) which take a role as the entrance of real-world data. Typically, the edge devices transfer input data to the server machines, then the models are iteratively trained with the accumulated data in the server machines.
Once the training loop completes, the optimized parameters are transferred to the edge devices. However, there are two issues in the system: (1) BP-NNs' iterative optimization approach often takes a long time to achieve high generalization capability, and (2) data transfers between servers and edge devices have a potential risk to cause data breaches.
(1) As mentioned before, it is a key feature for semi-supervised anomaly detection methods to model distributions of normal data. However, the distributions can dynamically change in time-series. The phenominon is referred as concept drift [9] . It often becomes a severe problem due to dynamical changes of surrounding environment [9] or behavioral state transition of the target objects or users [10] . It is important to follow the changes as soon as possible, though BP-NN's iterative optimization approach often takes a long time; basically BP-NNs have to be iteratively trained with a large amount of accumulated data to achieve high generalization capability. The delay widens the gap between the latest true distributions of normal data and ones trained by the models [11] , which makes identifying anomalies more difficult. To address this issue, the iterative optimization approach should be replaced with another approach which is able to perform fast sequential training where each data sample is sequentially learned in one-step.
(2) In many cases, edge devices are specialized only for prediction computations because backpropagation optimization often requires a large computational capability, therefore training tasks are typically offloaded to server machines. For this reason, data transfers between edge devices and server machines are inevitable.
One practical solution for the issues is the on-device sequential learning approach illustrated in Figure 2 . In this framework, edge devices themselves sequentially learn each data sample in one-shot. This approach allows to immediately follow changes of distributions of normal data, and realizes standalone execution where no data transfer is assumed. However, there are some challenges to realize the approach: how to construct such a sequential learning algorithm, then how to implement the algorithm on edge devices where only limited resources are available.
Our proposed approach, an ON-device sequential Learning semi-supervised Anomaly Detector called ONLAD, deals with the underlying challenges. The aim of this work is to propose the algorithm, and also to implement it as an IP core (ONLAD Core illustrated in Figure 2 ) so that various kinds of edge devices can adopt our approach at low power consumption 1 . We make the following four contributions in this work:
1. ONLAD utilizes OS-ELM [13] , a lightweight neural network which is able to perform fast sequential learning, as the core component. In Section 3.1, we provide a theoretical analysis on the computational complexity of OS-ELM. We demonstrate that the computational cost of the training algorithm is significantly reduced with no deterioration of training results when batch size of OS-ELM is equal to 1.
2. In Section 3.2, we propose a low-cost forgetting mechanism for OS-ELM. As mentioned before, a key factor for semi-supervised anomaly detection models is to correctly model distributions of normal data, though they can change in time-series. In case of that, it is desired that OS-ELM, the core component of ONLAD, is able to analytically forget the past distributions of normal data to follow the new ones. The proposed forgetting mechanism provides such a feature for OS-ELM with low computational cost.
3. In Section 3.3, we propose ONLAD, a new sequential learning semi-supervised anomaly detection algorithm which constructs an OS-ELM based autoencoder. Autoencoder [14] is originally proposed as a neural network based unsupervised learning model, though it also has been attracted attention as a semi-supervised anomaly detection model. The combination of Autoencoder and OS-ELM, and the proposed techniques for reducing computational cost realizes fast sequential learning semi-supervised anomaly detection on resource-limited edge devices. Also, anomaly detection capability of ONLAD is evaluated with open datasets in Section 5.
4.
In Section 4, we propose an FPGA based design and implementation of ONLAD Core. We also evaluate the FPGA based ONLAD Core in terms of training/prediction latency, FPGA resource utilization, and on-board power consumption in Section 6.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief review of basic technologies behind ONLAD. We propose ONLAD in Section 3. Section 4 describes the FPGA based design and implementation of ONLAD Core. ONLAD is evaluated in terms of anomaly detection capability in Section 5, then the FPGA based implementation is also evaluated in terms of hardware performance in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
Preliminaries
This section provides a brief introduction of base technologies behind ONLAD: (1) ELM (Extreme Learning Machine), (2) OS-ELM (Online Sequential Extreme Learning Machine), and (3) Autoencoder.
ELM
ELM [15] shown in Figure 3 is a single hidden layer feedforward network (i.e., SLFN) which consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. Suppose an n-dimensional input chunk x ∈ R k×n of batch size k is given, an m-dimensional output chunk y ∈ R k×m is computed as follows.
where α ∈ R n×Ñ is an input weight connecting the input layer and the hidden layer, and β ∈ RÑ ×m is an output weight connecting the hidden layer and the output layer. b ∈ RÑ is a bias vector of the hidden layer, and G denotes an activation function applied to the hidden layer output.
If a SLFN model can approximate m-dimensional target chunk t ∈ R k×m with zero error, it implies that there exists β that satisfies the following equation. Let H ∈ R k×Ñ be the hidden layer output G(x · α + b), then the optimal output weight is computed as follows.
where H † is the pseudo inverse of H. It can be calculated with matrix decomposition algorithms such as SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) [16] . The whole training process completes by just replacing β withβ.
Although BP-NNs have to train both α and β, ELM computes only the optimal solution of β (α does not change once initialized with random values). That saves computational cost to optimize α. In addition to that, ELM's training is not an iterative optimization method unlike BP-NNs but a one-shot optimization approach, which makes the whole training process faster. It is known that ELM can compute the optimal output weight faster than BP-NNs [15] .
Please note that ELM is categorized as one of batch learning algorithms where all the training samples are assumed to be available in advance, which means retraining for the whole dataset is needed to learn new training samples.
OS-ELM
OS-ELM [13] is an ELM based algorithm extended to be able to perform sequential learning instead of batch learning. Suppose the ith training chunk {x i ∈ R ki×n , t i ∈ R ki×m } of batch size k i is given, we need to find β which minimizes the following error. 
where H i is defined as H i ≡ G(x i · α + b). The optimal output weight is then computed as follows.
Especially, P 0 and β 0 are computed as follows.
As shown in Equation 5, OS-ELM can sequentially find the optimal output weight in one-shot for the new training chunk without memory or retraining for past training samples unlike ELM. OS-ELM still can find the optimal solution faster than BP-NNs [13] .
Autoencoder Based Semi-Supervised Anomaly Detection
Autoencoder [14] shown in Figure 4 is a neural network based unsupervised learning model for finding a wellcharacterized dimensionally reducted formx ∈ R k×ñ of an input chunk x ∈ R k×n (ñ < n). In general, output of an intermediate layer is regarded asx. Especially a SLFN model including ELM and OS-ELM has only one intermediate layer, therefore the hidden layer output H is regarded asx. Basically, the number of hidden nodesñ is constrained to be less than that of input nodes n. In this case, such autoencoders are especially referred as undercomplete autoencoders. In the case of the opposite setting (i.e., n <ñ), such autoencoders are especially referred as overcomplete autoencoders. Although overcomplete autoencoders cannot perform dimensionally reduction, it is known that they can obtain well-characterized representations for classification problems by applying regularization conditions or noise [17] to the loss function.
In the training process, all the input samples are also used as their targets (i.e., t = x), therefore an autoencoder is trained so as to reconstruct input samples in output as correctly as possible. It is known thatx tends to become well-characterized when the error between x and the reconstructed output converges [14] . Please note that any labeled data are not required during the whole training process; this is why Autoencoder is categorized as an unsupervised learning method.
Autoencoder also has attracted attention as a semi-supervised anomaly detection model [7, 18] . In this context, an autoencoder is trained only with normal data. Then, the autoencoder becomes to output relatively high reconstruction errors for anomalies. Thus, anomalies can be detected by setting a threhold for reconstruction errors. Please note that this approach is categorized as a semi-supervised anomaly detection method since only normal data are used for training models.
PCA (Principal Component Analysis), another non-statistical dimensionally reduction algorithm which is also used as a semi-supervised anomaly detection model, is often mentioned as a similar approach to Autoencoder. Sakurada et al. showed that autoencoder based models can detect subtle anomalies which PCA fails to detect [7] . Moreover, autoencoder based models can apply nonlinear transformation without costly computations which kernel PCA [19] requires.
ONLAD
As mentioned in the introduction, our ONLAD utilizes OS-ELM as the core component. In this section, we firstly provide a theoretical analysis of OS-ELM and demonstrate that the computational cost of the training algorithm is significantly reduced when batch size = 1 without any deterioration of training results. We also propose a computationally lightweight forgetting mechanism for OS-ELM. It allows ONLAD to gradually forget past training data with a controllable parameter to deal with concept drift with low computational cost. Finally, the algorithm of ONLAD is formulated.
Analysis of OS-ELM
The training algorithm of OS-ELM (i.e., Equation 5) mainly consists of the following two matrix operations: (1) matrix product and (2) matrix inversion. Suppose the computational iterations for a matrix product A ∈ R p×q ·B ∈ R q×r is pqr, and that for a matrix inversion C −1 ∈ R r×r is r 3 , then the total computational iterations for these two operations in Equation 5 is calculated as follows.
where I prod is the total computational iterations for matrix products, while I inv denotes that for matrix inversions. n,Ñ , and m are the numbers of input, hidden, and output nodes of OS-ELM, respectively. k denotes batch size. For example, the computational iterations for H i P i−1 H T i is calculated by dividing the computing process into the following two steps:
In this case, these computational iterations are calculated as kÑ 2 and k 2Ñ , respectively.
Let I k be the total computational iterations for matrix products and matrix inversions in Equation 5 when batch size = k, then we can derive the following equation.
Finally I k ≥ kI 1 is obtained. This inequality shows that the training algorithm becomes computationally more efficient when batch size = 1 than batch size = k. Please note that the insight does not always make sense for software implementations because software-specific overheads such as meomry allocation or function calls should be taken into account. However, baremetal implementations, including ONLAD Core, can fully enjoy the insight since they are free from any kinds of these overheads. Moreover, when k = 1, the computational cost of the matrix inversion
is significantly reduced as the size of the target matrix
In this case, the following training algorithm is derived from Equation 5.
where h ∈ RÑ denotes a special case of H ∈ R k×Ñ when k = 1. Thanks to the trick, ONLAD can perform training without any costly matrix inversions. That helps to reduce not only the computational cost but also the amount of hardware resources of ONLAD Core. That also makes easier to parallelize the training algorithm becasue now there are no matrix operations of low degree of parallelism such as matrix inversion.
Furthermore, training results of OS-ELM do not get affected even if batch size = 1 because OS-ELM gives exactly the same output weight when training N times with batch size = k, or when training N k times with batch size = 1. This is a notable difference from BP-NNs; they are usually trained with batch size k ≫ 1 to maintain stable convergence during training process and to get better generalization capability. Based on the above discussion, the batch size of OS-ELM used in ONLAD is always fixed to 1.
Lightweight Forgetting Mechanism for OS-ELM
In some real environments, distributions of normal data can change as time goes by. In this case, it is desired that ONLAD has a functionality to forget past learned data with a controllable parameter, and of cource even it should be executed with low computational cost. To deal with the challenge, we propose a computationally lightweight forgetting mechanism based on FP-ELM (Forgetting Parameters Extreme Learning Machine) [20] , one of the state-ofthe-art forgetting mechanisms for OS-ELM.
Review of FP-ELM
This section provides a brief review of FP-ELM. The training algorithm of FP-ELM is formulated as follows.
Especially, K 0 and β 0 are computed as follows.
where λ is the L2 regularization parameter for β. This parameter limits the L2 norm β so that it does not become too large to prevent overfitting. α i (0 ≤ α i ≤ 1) is the forgetting parameter which controls the weight (i.e., the significance) of each past training chunk. Suppose the latest training step is i, then w k , the weight of the kth training chunk, is gradually decayed at every step as shown below.
Please note that α i is a variable parameter, which enables to adaptively control progress of forgetting.
Proposed Forgetting Machanism
FP-ELM can analytically control the weights of past training chunks. However, FP-ELM cannot remove the matrix inversion (λI + P i ) −1 in Equation 10 even if batch size = 1 because the size of λI + P i isÑ ×Ñ whereÑ denotes the number of hidden nodes. In order to address the issue, we modify FP-ELM so that it can remove the matrix inversion when batch size = 1.
Firstly, the following equations are derived by disabling the L2 regulatization trick (i.e., let λ = 0) in Equation 10 .
The update formula of K −1 i is also derived with the Woodbury formula [21] 2 .
Finally, the training algorithm is obtained by defining P i as P i ≡ K −1 i .
P 0 and β 0 are computed with Equation 6; the initial training algorithm is exactly the same as that of OS-ELM. Please note that Equation 15 becomes equal to the training algorithm of OS-ELM if 1
Our method provides a forgetting mechanism to OS-ELM with a significantly tiny modification. Moreover, our forgetting mechanism can eliminate the matrix inversion in Equation 15 when batch size = 1 because the size of the target matrix
where k denotes the batch size. Therefore, our forgetting machanism is easily integrated to ONLAD with almost no additional computational cost.
In the past several years, some forgetting mechanisms for OS-ELM have been proposed. Zhao et al. firstly studied on a forgetting mechanism for OS-ELM, called FOS-ELM [22] where a sliding-window forgetting approach is adopted. FOS-ELM has a fixed parameter of window size s, where only the latest s training chunks are taken into account. However, this framework requires memory space to store each H for past s input chunks, which can consume a large amount of hardware resources. λ DF F OS-ELM [23] enables to adjust variable forgetting factors automatically without any memory for past training data. It also avoids the wind-up phenomenon to maintain stable training with the DFF (Directional Forgetting Factor) method. Although, there is a costly matrix inversion in the DFF algorithm, and it is a challenge for resource-limited devices, the target platforms of our work. On the other hand, our approach can control progress of forgetting with a variable forgetting factor without any costly matrix inversions or memory for past training data.
Algorithm
ONLAD utilizes OS-ELM of batch size = 1 in conjunction with the proposed forgetting machenism. The following equations are derived by combining Equation 9 and Equation 15 .
ONLAD is built on an OS-ELM based autoencoder to construct a semi-supervised anomaly detector; t i = x i holds in Equation 16 because an autoencoder uses input data as target data, too. Finally, the training algorithm of ONLAD is formulated as follows.
P 0 and β 0 are computed as follows (there are no changes from Equation 6).
The prediction algorithm is formulated as follows.
where L denotes a loss function, and score denotes an anomaly score of x i .
Discussion on Training Stability of OS-ELM
As described in Section 3.1, the computational cost of OS-ELM's training algorithm is significantly reduced by setting batch size to 1 without any deterioration of training results. However, OS-ELM has a concern on its training stability:
is a singular matrix or close to it, training becomes unstable [13] regardless of batch size. In the context of ONLAD, the problem occurs when 1 + h i P i−1 h T i in Equation 17 is close to 0. Therefore, ONLAD should stop training when ǫ > 1 + h i P i−1 h T i holds where ǫ denotes a small positive value.
Algorithm 1 An example use case of ONLAD
print("Singular matrix encountered.") 8:
i ← i + 1 9: continue 10:
end if 11:
score ← L(xi, hiβi−1) 12:
if score > θ then 13:
print("Anomaly detected.") 14:
end if 15:
Pi−1 ← 1 
FPGA Based Implementation of ONLAD Core
This section describes the implementation of ONLAD Core. Here, we implement it on FPGA for fast proof-of-concept. To demonstrate that ONLAD Core can be implemented on resource-limtied edge devices, we use the PYNQ-Z1 board ( Figure 5 ) which has a low-cost SoC chip, the Xilinx ZYNQ XC7Z020-1CLG400C chip. Please see Table 1 for the detailed specification of the board. We implement ONLAD Core with Vivado HLS v2018.3 (the clock frequency is 100.0MHz), and the entire on-board system is integrated with Vivado v2018.3.
Overview of On-board Implementation
Firstly, we provide a brief overview of the on-board implementation. The block diagram is illustrated in Figure 6 . The PS (Processing System) part is mainly responsible for preprocessing of input data and controlling the DMA (Direct Memory Access) core. The DMA core converts preprocessed input data in DRAM to AXI4-Stream format data, and transfers them into ONLAD Core. It also converts the outputs (e.g., anomaly scores) of ONLAD Core to AXI4-Memory-Mapped format data, and transfers them back into DRAM. The PL (Programmable Logic) part implements ONLAD Core. ONLAD Core performs sequential learning or prediction according to header information of input packets. After sequential learning is executed, ONLAD Core outputs success signals of training (detailes are to be explained in Section 4.2.4). It also outputs anomaly scores after predicetion is executed. 
Details of ONLAD Core
This section provides the details of ONLAD Core. Figure 7 illustrates the block diagram. The packet parser parses input packets and controls the other sub-modules according to their header information. Parameters (i.e., α, β, P , b) are managed in the weight buffer implemented with BRAM. The train module and the prediction module are responsible for sequential learning and prediction, respectively. They are implemented mainly with DSP, and designed to use a specific numbers of arithmetic units to save hardware resources. Output results of these two submodules are collected into the packet serializer. The packet serializer creates output packets which embed the output results.
The input/output packet format is detailed in Figure 8 . An input packet is of 64-bit length. The first 8-bit field (i.e., Mode Field) indicates which instruction is executed on ONLAD Core. The following 56-bit field (i.e., Data Field) is reserved for several uses depending on each instruction (detailes are to be explained in the following sections). An output packet is of 32-bit length, and it stores an output result of the train module or the predict module. "Value" and "Score" assume 32-bit fixed point values; all arithmetic operations in both of the train and prediction modules are performed with 32-bit fixed point precision. All the other reserved fields assume 32-bit unsigned integer values.
ONLAD Core is designed to execute the following five instructions: (1) initialize_parameters, (2) create_input_data, (3) update_forgetting_factor, (4) do_sequential_learning, and (5) do_prediction. The following sections describe how these submodules in ONLAD Core work according to each instruction.
initialize_parameters
This instruction initializes ONLAD Core's parameters managed in the weight buffer. The packet format is shown in the first row of Figure 8 . The target parameter is specified in the mode filed of an input packet. "Index" and "Value" in the data field embed an index of the target parameter's element and its write value. The target parameter is initialized with the follwoing formula. target[Index] ← Value (20) All the parameters are managed as row-major flattened 1-D arrays in the weight buffer.
create_input_data
This instruction updates the values of the input buffer where a single input vector is stored. The input buffer is shared with the train module and the predict module so that they can read an input vector. The packet format (the second row of Figure 8 ) is almost the same as initialize_parameters instruction except for the mode field.
An element of the input buffer is updated with the above formula. Please note that n input packets are required in total to fill an n-dimensional input vector.
update_forgetting_factor
This instruction updates the fogetting factor α i managed in the train module. The packet format of this instruction is shown in the third row of Figure 8 . "Value" in the data field embeds an update value.
α i is updated with the above formula.
do_sequential_learning
This instruction executes sequential learning with the train module. Firstly, the train module reads the latest parameters (i.e., β i−1 and P i−1 ) and an input vector from the weight buffer and the input buffer, respectively. The train module then computes the training algorithm (i.e., Equation 17 ) and writes the updated parameters back into the weight buffer.
The packet format is shown in the forth row of Figure 8 . An input packet of this instruction is just a trigger for sequential learning. An output packet embeds a success signal which indicates whether the training finished without encountering singular matrices or not (1/0 means encountered/not encountered). As discussed in Section 3.4, 1 + h i P i−1 h T i in the training algorithm becomes a singular matrix if its value is close to 0, which results in unstable training. In case of encountering singular matrices, the train module interrupts the training, then stops updating parameters to maintain stable training.
do_prediction
This instruction executes prediction with the predict module. The predict module reads the latest parameters and an input vector in the same way as the train module. It computes the prediction algorithm (i.e., Equation 19 ), then outputs an anomaly score.
The packet format is shown in the last row of Figure 8 . An input packet of this instruction is also just a trigger for prediction. An output packet embeds an anomaly score computed in the predict module.
Evaluation of Anomaly Detection Capability of ONLAD
In this section, anomaly detection capability of ONLAD is evaluated in comparison with BP-NN based models. Specification of the experimental machine is shown in Table 2 . All the experiments here are conducted under this machine.
Experimental Setup
We evaluate the proposed ONLAD in comparison with the following two models: (1) NN and (2) DNN. NN denotes a 3-layer BP-NN based autoencoder, and DNN denotes a BP-NN based deep autoencoder which consisits of five layers in total. All the models including ONLAD run in the experimental machine shown in Table 2 , and they are implemented with TensorFlow v1.13.1 [27] . Each of NN and DNN constructs an ONLAD-like model built on a BP-NN based autoencoder instead of an OS-ELM based one.
Toward comprehensive evaluation, two types of testbeds which simulate the (1) offline environment and the (2) online environment are conducted to compare ONLAD with the other models. We refer to the "offline training environment" as an environment where all the training data and test data are available in advance, and no concept drift is assumed. This is one of most common setups to evaluate semi-supervised anomaly detection models. The purpose of the testbed is to measure fundamental generalization capability of ONLAD in comparison with the other models. Please note that [24] 70,000 784 10 MNIST [25] 70,000 784 10 Smartphone HAR [26] 5,744 561 6 Drive Diagnosis [26] 58,509 48 11 Letter Recognition [26] 20,000 16 26 the testbed does not evaluate effectiveness of ONLAD's forgetting mechanism (i.e., α i is always set to 1.00) because there is no need to perform forgetting as no concept drift is assumed.
On the other hand, we refer to the "online environment" as an environment where at first only a small part of a dataset is given, and the rest of the dataset will sequentially arrive. It is also assumed that concept drift occurs in this environment in contrast to the offline environment. The purpose of the testbed is to evaluate robustness against concept drift. We show effectiveness of the forgetting mechanism of ONLAD here. In the rest of this paper, the above two testbeds are referred as the offline testbed and the online testbed, respectively.
Open classification datasets listed in Table 3 are used to construct both of the testbeds. All the data samples' values are normalized within [0, 1] with minmax normalization. Hyperparameters of each model are explored within the ranges detailed in Table 4 3 .
Experimental Method
This section describes the experimental methods of the offline testbed and the online testbed, respectively. Regarding to evaluation metrics, we use AUC (Area Under Curve) to measure anomaly detection capability of each model. AUC is one of the most widely used metrics to evaluate accuracy of anomaly detection models independently of paticular anomaly score thresholds. The above whole process is repeated until i < c, after that all the AUC scores are averaged. The output score is recorded as a result of a single trial; the final AUC scores reported in Table 5 are further averaged over 20 trials. 5-fold cross validation with training samples is used for hyperparameter tuning. (10%) . Then, a list which contains integer numbers from 0 to c − 1 is constructed, and is randomly shuffled. The output number sequence represents the transition of the normal class; suppose indices = [2, 0, 1], the normal class is changing to 2, 0, and 1 in this order at each concept. We equally assign anomalies of different classes from the normal class into each concept (the entire data series is denoted as X online ). Each model is trained with initial samples of the first normal class X . Then, each model computes an anomaly score for each incoming data sample given from X online , then sequentially learns 
X anomaly ← random_sample(X anomaly , len(X normal_test ) × 0.1) 7:
model.train(X normal_train ) 8:
scores ← model.predict([X normal_test , X anomaly ]) 9:
average_auc ← average_auc + calc_auc(scores) 10:
model.reset() 11: end for 12: average_auc ← average_auc c Algorithm 3 The experimental method of the online testbed
test ] 2: X normal , X anomaly ← random_split(Xtest, "9 : 1")
10:
for all x ∈ X it. Finally, an AUC score is calculated with the output anomaly scores, and it is recorded as a result of a single trial. The final AUC scores reported in Table 6 are averaged over 20 trials as with the offline testbed.
Experimetal Results
The experimental results of the offline testbed is shown in Table 5 . The hyperparameter settings are also detailed in Table 7 . As shown in Table 5 , NN and DNN get slightly higher AUC scores than ONLAD by roughly from 0.01 up to 0.03 point for almost all the datasets in the offline testbed. This result implies that BP-NN based autoencoders have slightly higher generalization capability than OS-ELM based ones in the context of semi-supervised anomaly detection. However, NN and DNN are iteratively trained for many epochs (10 and 20 epochs, respectively) to achieve their best generalization capability. ONLAD in contrast is always able to compute the optimal output weight only in one epoch. It is also observed that ONLAD gets its best AUC scores with smaller or equal model size (i.e., the number of hidden nodes) in comparison with NN and DNN for all the datasets as shown in Table 7 . That helps to save hardware resources, and moreover significantly reduce the computational cost of the training algorithm (the cost is propotional to the square of the number of hidden nodes as shown in Equation 8 ). This advantage allows ONLAD Core to run on resource-limited edge devices. In summarly, ONLAD gets comparable generalization capability to the BP-NN based models in much smaller number of training epochs with smaller or equal model size.
The experimental results of the online testbed is shown in Table 6 . The hyperparameter settings are also detailed in Table 8 . Here, we provide another model to discuss on effectiveness of ONLAD's forgetting mechanism: ONLAD-NF (ONLAD-No-Forgetting-mechanism) shown in Table 6 represents a special case of ONLAD which disables the forgetting mechanism by fixing α i to 1.00. The hyperparameter settings of ONLAD-NF are exactly the same as ONLAD except for α i . As shown in Table 6 , ONLAD-NF gets significantly lower AUC scores than ONLAD by approximately from 0.2 up to 0.3 point. The reason is quite obvious; ONLAD-NF does not have any functionalities to forget past learned samples, therefore it gradually becomes more difficult to detect anomalies every time the normal class changes. NN and DNN, on the other hand, achieve higher AUC scores than ONLAD-NF because BP-NNs have the catastrophic forgetting nature [32] , and it works as an implicit forgetting mechanism. It allows the NN based models to forget past learned samples and address concept drift to some extent. However, BP-NNs do not have any numerical parameters to analytically control the forgetting mechanism unlike ONLAD. Hence, it is a reasonable result that our ONLAD stably gets favorable AUC scores over the others; ONLAD gets much higher AUC scores than NN and DNN by roughly from 0.08 up to 0.23 point for three datasets out of five ones, and also our model did not even get the worst AUC scores for the rest two datasets.
Evaluation of Hardware Performance of ONLAD Core
In this section, the FPGA based ONLAD Core is evaluated in terms of training/prediction latency, resource utilization, and on-board power consumption.
Experimental Setup
We compare ONLAD Core with the following software implementations: (1) NN-CPU, with AVX2 (Advanced Vector Extentions 2) instructions and -O3 option to accelerate the software implementations. It is also built with CUDA [33] v10.0 for GPGPU execution.
The hyperparameter setting of each implementation is detailed in Table 9 . p(x), α i , and E are removed from the table because these parameters are irrelevant to the evaluation metrics (i.e., training/prediction latency, resource utilization, and on-board power consumption). As shown in the table, batch size of NN-{*} and DNN-{*} is set to 1 for fair comparison of training/prediction latency; ONLAD Core's batch size is fixed to 1 originally.
Latency
In this section, ONLAD Core is compared with the others in terms of training/prediction latency. Here, "training latency" means the elapsed time from receiving an input sample until training is finished. On the other hand, "prediction latency" means the elapsed time from receiving an input sample until an anomaly score is computed.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 9 . Every reported latency time is averaged over 50,000 trials. The left side of the figure shows training latency times, while the right side shows prediction latency times. Each subfigure shows latency times of the common number of hidden nodes with varing input features (i.e., the number of input nodes). In this experiment, training latency of ONLAD Core is faster than that of NN-CPU, DNN-CPU, NN-GPU, and DNN-GPU by x1.95, x2.45, x3.38, and x4.51 in average. Prediction latency of ONLAD Core is also faster than that of the software implementations by x2.29, x2.37, x4.38, and x4.73 in average. As shown in the figure, reported times of all the software implementations are almost constant evan when the number of input features is increased, in other words, all the software implementations suffer from software overheads (i.e., function calls and memory allocation). NN-GPU and DNN-GPU are especially slow because of the communication cost between GPU and CPU in addition to the software overheads. For these reasons, ONLAD Core is much faster in the range of small input features; otherwise it becomes slower than the others vice versa because the computational cost of the ONLAD Core's training/prediction algorithm is proportional to the number of input features. It is also a notable fact that the computational cost of the training algorithm is proportional to the square of the number of hidden nodes. However, ONLAD gets favorable anomaly detection capability with much smaller numbers of hidden nodes than those of input features as observed in Section 5.3, which indirectly suppresses the computational cost of ONLAD Core.
FPGA Resource Utilization
This section evaluates FPGA resource utilization of ONLAD Core with varing the numbers of input features and hidden nodes. Pre-synthesis resource utilization reports produced by Vivado HLS are used as results.
The experimental results are shown in Table 11 . It is reasonable that the utilizations of DSP, FF, and LUT are almost constant regardless of input features and hidden nodes, because the train/predict module of ONLAD Core is designed to use a specific number of artithmetic units as mentioned in Section 4.2. Therefore, all we have to care is the utilization of BRAM. As shown in the table, more BRAM instances are consumed as the numbers of input features and hidden nodes are increased. This result is consistent with the fact that the weight buffer which stores the parameters (i.e., α, β, P , b) is implemented with BRAM. Table 10 shows the size of each parameter. n,Ñ , and m denote the numbers of input nodes, hidden nodes, and output nodes, respectively. The table shows that the space complexity is proportional to the square ofÑ . However, as mentioned in the previous section, ONLAD can obtain favorable anomaly detection capability with smallÑ , which helps ONLAD Core to save BRAM instances. As a result, all the resource utilizations of ONLAD Core is under the limit except for the largest setting (n,Ñ ) = (1024, 64).
Power Consumption of On-board Implementation
In this section, we compare the on-board implementation with the others in terms of power consumption during the idle state and the busy state. Here, "idle state" means the state where only bitstream is written to the board and no instructions are issued. On the other hand, "busy state" means the state where the system iteratively executes sequential training with input samples randomly generated. Power consumption of the on-board implementation is measured with a common watt meter, and the other software implementations' are with s-tui [34] and nvidia-smi command. We use s-tui, a terminal based CPU stress and monitoring tool, for measurement of power consumption of CPU, while nvidia-smi command provided by NVIDIA is for that of GPU. For fair comparison, the numbers of hidden nodes and input features are set to 32 and 1,024 for all the implementations in common. Table 12 shows the resource utilization of the on-board implementation reported by Vivado. Table 13 shows the experimental results. It is observed that the on-board implementation actually works at 2.5 W during the idle state, and at 2.9 W during the busy state. Comparing with the others, our on-board implementation works at lower power consumption from x2.0 up to x6.4 during the idle state and from x6.7 up to x27.1 during the busy state. Please note that the reported power consumptions of our on-board implementation contain not only those of ONLAD Core but also those of the ARM Cortex-A9 processor; the power comsumptions of ONLAD Core itself are even less than the reported numbers.
Conclusions
In this work, we proposed an ON-device sequential Learning semi-supervised Anomaly Detector called ONLAD. We also proposed an IP core of ONLAD, called ONLAD Core. The proposed algorithm was desined to address concept drift, time-series changes of distributions of normal data, with an adaptively controllable forgetting factor. ONLAD Core also realized a low-cost on-device learning on resource-limited edge devices, which enables standalone execution where no data transfer between external server machines and edge devices is assumed. That helps to avoid a potential risk to cause data breaches which threaten data security.
Experimental results using open datasets showed that our ONLAD has comparable generalization capability to BP-NN based models. It was also found that ONLAD has favorable anomaly detection capability especially in an environemnt which simulates concept drift. Experimental results on hardware performance of our FPGA-based ONLAD Core showed that its training latency and prediction latency are faster than BP-NN based software implementations by x1.95 -x4.51 and x2.29 -x4.73, respectively. It was also confirmed that our on-board implementation of ONLAD Core actually works at x2.0 -x6.4 lower power consumption during the idle state, and x6.7 -x27.1 lower power consumption during the busy state in comparison with the other software implementations.
